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“Society is founded
not on the ideals but
on the nature of
man, and the constitution of man rewrites the constitution of states.”
-Will and Ariel Durant

One of us, having survived from the hospital in India,
had an interesting discussion with a Muslim businessman
who lives in the Middle East. His view was that the USA
calls anybody a terrorist if they just stand between the
USA and oil. We shared a laugh and departed but his
joke left us thinking, since jokes are only funny to the
degree to which we can relate to them. Later in the evening, enjoying a bath in the luxurious Leela Palace in
Bangalore, which we highly recommend, the joke reminded of a certain excellent book. It is titled "The Lessons of History", and in it its authors Will and Ariel Durant conclude that:
"History is a fragment of biology: the life of man is a portion of the vicissitudes of organisms on land and sea.
Sometimes, wandering alone in the woods on a summer
day, we hear or see the movement of hundred species of
flying, leaping, creeping, crawling, burrowing things. The
startled animals scurry away at our coming; the birds
scatter; the fish disperse in the brook. Suddenly we perceive to what a perilous minority we belong on this impartial planet, and for a moment we feel, as these varied
denizens clearly do, that we a re passing interlopers in
their natural habitat. Then all the chronicles and achievements of man fall humbly into the history and perspective of polymorphous life; all our economic competition,
our strife for mates, our hunger and love and grief and
war, are akin to the seeking, mating, striving and suffering that hide under these fallen trees or leaves, or in the
waters, or on the boughs. "
Viewed in this light, the laws of biology seem as the fundamental lessons of history. We are subject to the trials
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of evolution and the struggle for existence. If some of us seem to escape
the strife of the trials - as in every welfare society, which grants money for
nothing and at worst rewards inaction it is because our group protects us. But
that group, the society, must meet the
tests of survival. We are not only referring to individuals who receive this protection of the group but states as well,
which enjoy the rewards of money
printing and living beyond their means
until they have to prove their survival
among the fittest.

civilization or democracy. In the last
approximately 3500 years of recorded
history only some 250 have seen no
war. Will and Ariel Durant acknowledged war as at present the ultimate
form of competition and natural selection in the human species and concluded that the causes of war are the
same as the causes of competition,
which is natural selection and the occasionally violent game of survival.

It seems that interludes of widespread
and long peace are unnatural and exceptional and that they will soon be
"So the first biological lesson of history ended by changes in the distribution of
is that life is a competition. Competimilitary power. If we agree that man is
tion is not only the life of trade, it is
a competitive animal, it follows that his
the trade of life - peaceful when food
states must be like him and that natuabounds, violent when the mouths out- ral selection operates on an internarun the food. Animals eat one another tional plane. States will unite in bawithout qualm; civilized men consume sic co-operation only when they
one another by due process of law. Co- are attacked from the outside.
operation is realm and increases with
social development, but mostly beIf we study history, we can observe
cause it is a tool and form of competi- that the Greeks of Plato's time behaved
tion; we co-operate in our group - our very much like the French of modern
family, community, club, church, party, centuries, and that the Romans be'race' or nation - in order to strengthen haved much like the English. Means
our group in its competition with other and instrumentalities change but mogroups. Competing groups have the
tives and ends remain the same. Hisqualities of competing individuals: actory shows very little alternation in the
quisitiveness, pugnacity, partisanship, conduct of mankind.
pride. Our states, being ourselves multiplied, are what they are; they write
By and large the poor have the same
our natures in bolder type, and do our impulses as the rich, with only less opgood and evil on an elephantine scale. portunity and skill to implement them.
We are acquisitive, greedy and pugna- Nothing is clearer in history than the
cious because our blood remembers
adoption by successful rebels of the
millenniums through which our foremethods they were accustomed to conbears had to chase and fight and kill in demn in the forces they deposed.
order to survive, and had to eat to
If we look at the current economical,
their gastric capacity for fear they
financial and historical trends in the
should not soon capture another feast. present world, we need not look far to
War is a nations way of eating. It
see how obviously the nature of man
promotes co-operation because it
and natural selection has driven us to
is the ultimate form of competithe present situation. Earlier we have
tion." (emphasis added)
discussed how geopolitics and financial markets are deeply intertwined
Indeed, war is one of the constants of and that financial trends can't be
history and has not diminished with
understood without geopolitics. We
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have also condemned that common
sense and simple observations of real
life price signals is highly underrated in
today's economic theories. It seems
that most academics and bureaucrats
have spent too much time studying
each others papers with little acknowledgment that while isolated events can
be studied and put into forms and
models the world with its infinite complexity can't be compressed into a
function or formula.
We are aware that some people will viciously disagree with us. Common
sense, they say, is too vague a concept
whereas economic and financial models
are scientific and therefore the best explanation of the financial world. Perhaps they are the same people that
gave advice to Fannie Mae, Freddie
Mac, Lehmann Brothers, AIG, and of
course Greece. Indeed, we must be
very careful about when massive misconceptions arise from too little academic research and when it comes
from overreliance to it.
We condemn that re-visiting reality in
the form of (1) traveling around the
world and (2) studying history are
more important and relatively more
valuable than going through endless
rounds of academic papers.

to re-unite their people (and give justification to more money printing) by
shifting the public's attention to outside
threats. If such threats do not exist
yet, they must be invented. They can
be anything which the public, always
prone to group thinking and mass media propaganda, will tolerate. It can be
terrorism, communism, nuclear weapons or returning fire to a provoked attack.
The nature of man will take care that
we will not run out of reasons to fight
wars and print money. The devastating
results will be in accord with history,
except that they will be multiplied in
proportion to the increased number
and mobility of engaged forces, and
the unparalleled destructiveness of the
weapons used.
Given this framework and its validity
there is every reason to build a bomb
shelter and invest all money in tangible
assets, right? Some pundits tout this at
large, and gold bugs keep on waiting
for the ever nigh apocalyptic collapse,
after which their children will live in
ghost town in a deserted area which
was once called Wall Street.

We have some sympathy for this view
but not very much. No reasonable person chooses to believe in such a fearWith regard to our publications and
based world. We agree with the fact
seminars, we are humble enough to
that history repeats itself, but only in
believe that despite our greatest efforts outline and in the large. In other
the world will not change. Politicians
words, we may reasonably expect that
will keep on over-taxing the population in the future, as in the past, some new
and be prone to corruption. States will states will rise, some old states will
witness the inevitable concentration of subside. New civilizations will expand
wealth and its bloody periodical afterinto commerce and industry. New theomath in the form of civil wars and
ries and inventions will agitate the inrevolutions. Central bankers will trade tellectual currents. New generations
their morals to survival methods and
will rebel against the old and pass from
try to print money endlessly in the
rebellion to conformity.
hope of solving the ever-increasing financial mess. And when domestic isHistory repeats itself in the large besues become unbearable, the leaders
cause human nature changes with geoof the over-indebted countries will try
logical leisureliness, and man is
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equipped to respond in stereotypical
ways to frequently occurring situations
and stimuli like hunger, danger, and
sex.

quire new responses. New responses
are mutations of the heritage, of generally accepted economic and financial
theory.

But - in a developed and complex civilization individuals are more differentiated and unique than in a primitive society. Many situations contain circumstances, which require modifications of
instinctive response. As custom recedes and reasoning spreads, the results are all but predictable. There is
absolutely no certainty that future will
repeat the past. Every year is an adventure.

It has become a popular sport among
certain ultra bearish groups to expect
the Western world to collapse at any
given moment. We agree that the West
and Japan are over-indebted. In fact, if
many of the assets in Western banks
were valued at market prices the banks
would go bankrupt!

Of course, civilizations begin, flourish,
decline and disappear. We could ponder the causes of development and the
causes of decay, but that is not the
point of this paper but rather to spread
light and give intellectual reasons to a
better future. When a civilization declines, it is because of the failure of its
political or intellectual leads to meet
the challenges of change.

Yet one never knows if new solutions
come up and the change in circumstances provides unexpected opportunities. One of the unthinkable paths
among these ultra bears is the following. Suppose that the West and Japan
decide to devalue their currencies
through massive money printing. Suppose they do it in concert. They all
would witness the devaluation of their
currencies, but the ordinary academic
has a hard time figuring this out because compared to one another the
currencies are relatively less devalued
because they sink in the same boat. It
would also distract certain political
leaders because inflation measures,
which take a very narrow view on inflation, would show less escalated numbers, which of course doesn't tell the
truth anymore. We are not proposing
that this is the solution to the problem.
Rather, we hope to extend our minds
with opposing views and uncommon
thinking.

Nations die. Civilizations, on the other
hand, may come and go but they do
not actually die. Only the frame dies.
Its habitats have changed and spread
and it survives in the memory of the
race. One only needs to travel to Russia or the Balkans to see that the
memories and habits of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia are all but dead despite the fact that their nations are
long gone. Especially, the selective survival of great minds (these would not
be the central bankers!) provide food
Because such measures carry large unfor productive thought for generations intended consequences among them,
and centuries to come.
the question becomes, what if some of
those unintended consequences open
The evolution of man during relucrative windows of opportunities?
corded time has not been biological Again, we do not propose the measurebut social. It has proceeded not by
ments for their intended outcomes, but
heritable variations in the species, but since these inflating measures are
mostly by economic, political, intellec- nonetheless taken, we should seek
tual and moral innovation. Specifically new answers from the unintended
in asset markets, new situations resocial, economical, financial and
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geopolitical consequences.
We look into the incredibly successful
history of man, because there are
overwhelming intellectual reasons to
believe in a dismal future. Our survival
as species has always lingered among
this question of an evolutionary response to changing circumstances, and
so far humans have been able to capitalize on it – and to do so on a massive
scale!

goods and services, wages and assets
around the world and their relative
movement against each other. If we
look at how prices in some cities have
gone up in the last five years, it becomes clearer and clearer that cost-ofliving increases for most people in the
world are far outpacing the CPI figures
governments publish.

For example, although the thinking
among investors is that home prices in
general have collapsed, luxury and
high-end homes around the world have
ERRATIC PRICE MOVEMENTS
in fact continued to appreciate in value.
AND ATTRACTIVE HOMES
At the same time, one can buy a very
nice and reasonable home for
The ordinary man on the street recog- $100,000 in Las Vegas today. Compare
nizes that despite his country (like Ja- that to Scandinavian Europe, where
pan or Switzerland) officially enjoys
$100,000 hardly buys a single room
"very low inflation numbers", the price apartment hole 50 km away from meton his food basked might have gone up ropolitan area, which could easily be
by 10 % a year or so, the value of his
confused with a doghouse by its size
properties might have skyrocketed, the and appliances. Scandinavian property
value of certain stocks and commodiprices are highly elevated whereas certies might have multiplied. The man is tain cities in the USA have very deconfused. He concludes that either he
pressed markets.
does not understand economics or official inflation numbers lie.
Given the cyclical nature of assets, we
would strongly recommend our readers
We are under the impression that once to observe real estate in selected areas
the wealth and income inequalities be- the USA. We may not be sure about a
come too large and rioters fill the
vigorous recovery in the USA, but the
streets, the probability that a state en- fact is that there is hardly any conters a geopolitical conflict goes ballistic. struction going on at present. That, of
Therefore, we would advise our readers course, is no indicator that prices will
to pay special attention on Europe in
move up much in the near future, but
the coming years. The USA, with its oil it is a sign that the oversupply is
addiction and political ties to Israel,
gradually diminishing. Many Americans
has a play on its own in the Persian
may not have the financial resources to
Gulf. If our readers should want to visit buy a home but they do have the reIran, we would propose to do so
sources to rent. So we have an unusual
quickly and to keep the visit brief. The situation where there are vacant
co-operation of nations, the ultimate
homes in good areas, but nobody is
competition in the form of war, is ever buying. Nobody can qualify for a loan.
closer. It seems that the unparalleled
The irony of the whole thing is that
long piece has weakened the European home affordability is at record highs at
military muscle and that the war cycle the exact same time that no one can
is on the increase again.
buy them. In fact, one can buy a very
nice home for $80,000 and well below
As we travel around the world, we en- construction costs!
joy observing the price formation of
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highs but some (corn, cocoa, sugar,
To us this seems like an opportunity of coffee, silver, and gold) have made
a lifetime. It may not come without any new highs. Therefore it would seem to
risk but nothing lucrative ever does.
us that an advance decline for all asset
Some of our readers are in wellprices would have peaked out in 2007.
positioned to shift some of their wealth
to the US property market. As always, This does not mean that we believe in
we recommend that you do your
an unreserved buy and hold strategy.
homework. Once-in-a-life-time oppor- In fact, we continue to believe that it
tunities obey the normal rules of sucwill produce subpar results. In the
cessful investing. As always, experi1970s money printing in the USA led to
ence and expertise lead to higher rerapidly rising wages and consumer
turns.
prices in the USA. It also directly contributed to the bull market in commodiAs to equities, certain stocks are still
ties. Since 1999, money printing has
significantly below their 2007 peak
led to a world wide asset inflation and
while some stocks have gone ballistic, to sharp consumer price and wage inand Apple is only one example. Becreases in emerging economies. Inflatween 2002 and 2007 monetary inflation in consumer prices of the 1970s
tion boosted all asset prices but since
gave way to disinflation in the 1980s
2008 the avalanche of monetary infla- and 1990s. It appears to us that in the
tion has lifted only selected asset
same way the asset inflation in recent
prices. This has allowed them to conyears would also end sometime in the
tinue their way up and make new
future.
highs. The same applies to real estate
prices and commodities. Most comIn conclusion, we should advise our
modities are well below their 2008
readers to (1) carefully reevaluate their
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asset allocation (and perhaps make it
more conservative), (2) pay careful attention to escalating geopolitical conflicts, and (3) to seek asset classes
that are relatively cheap in price, such
as the real estate market in the USA,
(4) visit a new place every year not
only to relax but to learn, and finally
(5) not to lose hope in the future but
seek joy in meaningful activities, which
give the greatest satisfaction, and to
carry inner tranquility inside you, trusting that even systemic collapses do not
cancel tomorrow.

investment plans more carefully.
A look at the S&P 500 index reveals
that the bull market, which began
three years ago, is still intact. It would
appear to us that the bull market has
entered a new phase, which is the third
and last big move up. Although it is not
the consensus expectation, it could
propel S&P 500 close to the tops seen
in 2007. Even this movement would
leave the market inside the parameters
of a secular bear market, which we
have discusses several times in earlier
issues of this publication. In the third
stage, it is typical to see accelerating
moves, which leave many investors
standing on the platform. It should go
MARKETS
without saying that in this third and final stage, as the market moves higher,
risks increase significantly more comLet us look at some typical characterispared to the possible reward.
tics of bull markets. One of them is
that indexes respect support levels and
The Fed along with Ben Bernanke Asset
break above the resistance zones. This Management would definitely be deleads to a wave motion where higher
lighted to see S&P 500 above its 12highs and higher lows are formed.
year range, but the next 150 points will
Volatility shrinks and prices levitate to not be easy. Technically, nothing
higher levels. This leaves many invesspeaks for the fact that an imminent
tors and traders suspicions about the
pullback is just around the corner, but
sustainability of the rally. Money sitting
the probability for such move increases
on the sidelines is trying to spot nega- day by day. There is no reason to betive divergences and other marks of an come bearish until we see some kind of
unavoidable top, only to recognize that a catalyst for it and see the support
the markets kick the divergences out of
levels give way to it.
the window and continue higher. Almost all investment professionals that
What would be the catalyst for another
we have discussed with during the last round for QE? Well, we will not know
couple of weeks are looking for a 4-8
the name of it until the Fed announces
percent pullback in the indexes.
it, but it will certainly come, if the S&P
Usually, when everybody expects
something to happen in financial markets, it doesn’t. Up until now the train
has gone only one way. However, German DAX as well as Finland OMXHPI
indexes pulled back according to expectations, just to bounce up strongly
again. Before we dive into the specific
invest themes, we should like to have a
broader look at the markets and attempt to draw a possible yet humble
roadmap, which helps us consider our

500 breaks down to the 1300 level
again. You really have to understand
what the frame of mind is in the Federal Reserve to expect this.

Investors are by their very nature bullish people in general, but everyone
should play What If thoughts in their
minds from time to time. The weekly
DAX chart shows very clearly the three
phases from 2009 bottom to 2011 top.
The move from the lows of October
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2011 is remarkably similar than the
move from 2009 lows. Now, What If
DAX has just started a new threephase move up? That would mean that
US and German markets move in different phases. DAX would be in the
first phase whereas the S&P 500 would
be in the third and last phase.
The idea is not to make things more
complicated than they are but to illustrate how the increased liquidity has
levitated the markets during times
when real macroeconomic themes are
very gloomy! Some might argue that
this is because the problems in Greece
are solved (???) and that Italy and
Spain will stay solvent, and Portugal
puts its house in orders and avoids the
need of the next package. We would
not be so sure about that.

In US markets, 133 out of 239 Morning
Star Industry Group Averages are still
below the level they were on, when
S&P 500 topped in 2011. However, 191
of these groups are in a position where
their 20-week EMA is above the 40week EMA, which should provide a hint
that many of these groups, which suffered badly, have put themselves back
together and they are moving higher
and higher – even though many of
them are still 30-40 % or more below
their 2010 and 2011 highs.

A great rally is not very likely without a
strong participation of financials and
home builders. Both sectors have rallied significantly and do not offer low
risk and high probability trades anymore. They may continue their march
As with all technical investing mind
higher, but the risk for a nasty correcaerobics, it is easy to analyze the past, tion has increased significantly.
but it’s difficult to create a roadmap for
the future. DAX has not gone through
What about inflation and deflation sceits 2011 top, which would be a very
narios and specifically bonds? In the
important level of decision. We conJanuary issue of this publication we
tinue to expect to see DAX to re-test
discussed how frightened money is beits 2011 top, but we believe it will be a ing parked in long durations US bonds.
tough test, especially if the US markets It is only a matter of time when betting
are combating strong resistance levels for deflation runs out of the bond
simultaneously.
trade. In fact, TLT has already broken
below its four and half month support
Nasdaq Composite has exceeded its
level and 200-day EMA. A drop below
2007 high. Dow Jones Industrial Aver- the 200-day EMA would spook invesage and S&P 500 are trying to reach it. tors out of their positions and force
As to the German DAX and Finnish
them to reevaluate their future holdOMXHPI, they are both far away from
ings. A further drop in TLT would likely
such levels.
benefit equities. We continue to see
TLT as a short rather than a long
Despite the fact that overall indexes
trade.
have presented nice bull market pictures on charts, we should like to high- In January, we expected that gold
light that they do not provide a good
would rally before it turns back down
understanding of different sectors and towards its rising trend line. We are
individual stocks. This is of course be- bullish on the yellow metal long term,
cause of the nature or weighted averbut we don’t believe that the correction
ages. During this bull market, many
is over yet. We could see buying opcommodity sectors have moved either portunities, if pessimism increases besideways or suffered a significant slide. fore gold continues its next leg up.
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Even though the S&P 500 could run up
to its 2007 top levels, it is fairly
unlikely that the bull train runs over
five months without a pullback, which
shakes the markets and clears the air
for the next leg upwards. If an investor
has been standing on the side of this
move, entering markets now will not
provide an attractive risk reward ratio.
A more comfortable entry point would
be somewhat lower.
New High New Low index (NH-NL) provides a nice diagnose about the inner
health of markets. S&P 500 20-day, 60
-day, and 52-week NH-NLs have
stayed on bullish levels. We are aware
that some could argue that there is a
negative divergence on the right end of
the chart. Yes, markets need to inhale
and exhale just as we saw in the beginning of March, when 20-day NH-NL
dropped below 25 % only to turn right
back up to give a buy signal. When

markets are overbought, they tell two
different stories. One is about topping,
which is the case usually in bear markets. The other is about the incredible
strength of bull markets.
Market tops and market bottoms are
based on two different emotions. Tops
are based on happiness and greed.
Bottoms are filled with fear and panic.
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This leads to market volatility cycles
and structures, which a prudent investor keeps an eye on. When there are
big tops, volatility usually increases
and weekly EMAs (20-week EMA and
40-week EMA) turn flat. Greed and
anxiety of late-comers and smart
money distribution strengthens volatil-

ity before markets turn sour. Bottoming occurs, when volatility shrinks and
the 20-week EMA flattens out. As this
issue is being written, we are in a lowvolatility environment. We expect to
see increasing volatility when the move
gets old.
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In January China (CAF) was one of our
long ideas. The Chinese stock market
has rallied substantially from the bottom and is now facing resistance. Now
would be a tempting place to reap
profits from this idea and move on to
the next one.
Bull markets are not perfect. There

have been certain issues which have
bothered us during this rally. First, in
US markets, there is substantial divergence between small cap (Russell
2000) and other leading indexes. In
Europe, similar underperformance is
seen in the Finnish stock market. The
fact that peripheral markets and small
caps lack participation throws a shadow
over a sunny market picture. These are
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also the places where money exits first.
This doesn’t mean we are ultra bearish
about these markets, but the big picture of Helsinki index is a sad story for
long-term buy and hold enthusiasts.
While money printing has lifted bigger
indexes, they have not reached the
Helsinki market. Markets are trading at
the same level as they traded in 2004,
2005, and 2009. We continue to ask
the pundits who advocate buy and hold
strategy as a sound solution in market
conditions like this, what is the point
when they clearly provide subpar results?

The only tool he has in his toolbox is
buy and hold. Foreign allocation is
mainly done by using mutual funds,
which of course are very valid vehicles
when proper entry and exit tactics are
used. The sad thing is, though, that
most investors have no planned exit
strategy at all.

It pays off to put money where the
money is going. We advise our readers
to keep in mind that there are simultaneous secular and cyclical bull and bear
markets. It reasonable to expect that
somewhere there is always a bull market in certain asset classes or sectors
Let us be very clear about something
and at the same time there is a bear
which has to do with active investing
market in another. The fact that one
as opposed to passive buying and hold- keeps his eyes open and is willing to
ing. First, it pays off to identify onmove out from one market to enter angoing trends and to recognize lucrative other is the key to a less painful investopportunities. Second, marrying once
ing experience. To illustrate this duality
market with another only makes an in- of the markets, we have superimposed
vestor handicapped and miserable.
Dow Jones 30 index and gold charts
There is simply no reason to invest
together.
only in one region. Nowhere is this
clearer than in small countries such as Now, some of our readers are very inFinland. While many US investors have terested in reading our thoughts about
home-bias, it is understandable to a
the Finnish markets while for most of
certain degree. In Finland, a typical in- our subscribers consider that it is bevestor has a home-bias as well but he yond their scope. We do not wish to
has it on a peripheral Finnish market.
bore the majority of our subscribers to
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tears but to illustrate firstly the typical
home-bias of any market and secondly
to illustrate, that peripheral markets
may offer investing opportunities as
well.

warning signals for broader markets.

CONCLUSIONS

We are under the impression that US
markets have stepped into the third
OMXHPI index seems to willing to retest its resistance levels, which are just stage, which leads us to believe that a
more nasty correction is coming before
shy of 6400 points. If there is a breakthe new secular bull market will take
out and Helsinki starts to play catchplace. We will change our view on this
up, there is a GAP target between the
if S&P 500 breaks out from its 2007
R1 and R2 lines, which might cause
tops. It would seem to us that it is
some struggle on the way to the 6800
more likely that it experiences a deeper
level. If DAX shows increasing weakpullback during its rally to that level.
ness, OMXHPI is in danger to pull back
below the recent support level (S1)
We continue to be bearish on TLT.
back to the January Gap level (S2).
Our first target of the short is at 95
Needless to say, many Finnish investors, still relying on their immortal buy zone. The second target is at 2010 and
2011 lows.
and hold strategy and no exit plan,
would have a sour taste in their
As to gold, we are looking for the botmouths. On the other hand, since
toming process to take place. Despite
OMXHPI is a peripheral market, keepthe fact that the Fed has announced
ing an eye on it might offer some prethat there is no need for further stimuThe Money, Markets & Milestones
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lus (never trust a smiling central
banker, right?) we would not be surprised at all to see central banks flood
the markets with freshly printed
money.
We look for sector rotation. The most
depressed sectors will enjoy some lifting as shorts are covered and profits
reaped. This would be especially true in
the US coal sector (i.e. ACI, ANR and
PCX).

makes the US housing market relatively attractive compared to many
other asset classes.
As to Finnish house prices, the case is
exactly opposite. Affordability is extremely low, interest rates are historically low, and rental yields are at unattractive levels.

The US housing market has a tempting
twist presently as there are vacant
homes in certain up-scale neighborhoods, affordability is high, nobody
qualifies for a loan but they can pay
the rent, and some homes are being
sold under construction costs. This
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Finnish Home Prices
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